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CHA.Pl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Science. as men have come to know it. is the means by which the laws or 
nature are revealed to mortals. Science is observing. searching. probing, testing, 
and discovering• Man in his distress, through trial and error, has searched and 
probed and thereby laid the foundations of scientific endeavor. 
Tdday, man as an individual counts among his deepest aspirations his longing 
to know, as far as possible, the real meaning of life; its purposes, its greatness, 
its splendors ••• and finally, he yeams to achieve, in this !!!!! milieu of science 
a satisfying success!1 
' 
If man is so vitally concemed with science and what it can do for him, is 
it not possible that the awareness of a need tor scientific information comes 
to the foreground at an early age? A study dealing with scientific interest 
was conducted by Dr. Emily Baker in schools widely distributed over the Mid-
west and NOrt.hwest sections of the United States using a technique which she 
considered valid. Dr. Baker provided children with an opportunity to write down 
and ask whatever questions they wanted answered. These children were in grades 
three through six. They were given sufficient time to ask any question they 
wished and as many questions as they wished. The responses that were received 
were expected to renect genuine interests. The results indicated that the 
children were interested in the various areas of science. Other studies by Zim, 
Nosser, Ashby, and Lazar2 support Dr. Biker's findings. 
1raward VlctQr and Marjorie s. Lemer, Readings iD. s1ice F.ducation l2t 
l'1!.! 11.ementarz School (New YDrks The Macmillan Compaey-, 19 1 , p. 5. 
2L WUl Bllmett, T~achi~ Science !D. ll'!.!. Elementarz School (!few YOrks 
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 19 o), pp. 9-18. 
Ir children need and are interested in science, the school must take this 
circumstance into account. Tlie task of the school in regard to science education 
is to help solve the problems or a 100dem, technical society. To solve these 
problems demands scientific information, scientific attitudes, and scientific 
behavior. All people in the school need to participate in these solutions.3 
Essential O:>mwnents 2! ! Science Program. 
Betore the school assumes the burden or teaching scientific concepts to 
children, much consideration should be given to the · elements that must be present 
in the science program. In order to achieve the highest level of scientific 
knowledge the proper proportions of materials and equipnent, programs, and in-
struction must be maintained. or these three elements. the teacher is the single 
most important component of instruction. Without a talented and resourceful 
guide in scientific exploration, the 100st elaborate curriculum. and the most 
cost1Y equipnent and apparatus is wrth but a penny. Indeed, a resourceful 
teacher can do very well with inexpensive and easi1Y available materials to 
illustrate scientific principles. or course, one canmt dismiss the importance 
of a well-planned course of study suited to the learning level of the students 
involved. 
Importance ~Facilities, Eaui;r;ment, !BS, Supplies Yl 2 Science Program. 
The role of' science facilities and equi:i;:ment canmt be diminished in any-
respect. Especially in the upper grades, the need for macy types of science 
material is crucial for the presentation of science activities vital to the 
learning process or the students. Within this rramewrk, certain basic science 
'1rarold E. Tannebaum and Nathan still.man, Science F.ducation ~ Elementary 
School Teachers (Bostons Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1960), p. 5. 
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equipment becomes essential in achieving the goals of t he science curriculum. 
It is a fact, and it will be underscored several times, the curriculum will 
determine what basic science equipment and facilities must be present. 
statement Of ~ Problem 
The problems in providing for the best program in scientific instruction 
are manifold. Not the least among these is choosing the proper science equip-
ment and materials to support the science curriculum. Very early in the study 
of this problem, it will be discovered that what science equipment is necessary 
for one school system, instructor, or group of pupils is not necessarily best 
suited for another school system, instructor, or group of students. The pro-
blem is then to determine if there is certain science equipnent and facilities 
which are found generally in many schools, and if this be true is there means 
by which these basic materials may be discovered. 
The need for determining what, if any, science equipnent and materials 
are basic for all science programs is most evident when the science activities 
of schools are evaluated. Science programs are evaluatable in terms of curri-
culum, instructor, materials, and equipnent. In discussing materials and equip-
ment several points arise. This study was made in response to these factors: 
1. To determine what equipnent, supplies, and facil i ties eXisted 
in the schools selected for research. 
2. To ascertain the quality and utility of the equipment and facilities 
in the various schools. 
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J. To discover the quantity of equipment, supplies, and facilities 
that existed in the various schools. 
Definition 2£. Terms 
It is, of course, necessary to define the terms physical facilities and 
equiµnent as they will be used in this study. Physical facilities include all 
of the following: room and its size, electrical outlets, gas outlets, laboratory 
tables, lighting, windows, storci.ge rooms, preparatory rooms, laboratory units, 
demonstration table, and the general arrangement of . science facilities in 
relation to the architecture of the building. F.quiµnent is inclusive of any 
device or object used in some way for the teaching of science. Equipnent is 
also inclusive of haOOma.de, inexpensive hard.~re store items, and objects or 
devices purchased from scientific equiµnent supply firms. Physical facilities 
_!ind equipment are two terms that are obviously interrelated. Physical 
facilities will be mentioned in this interrelationship with the stress being 
on equiµnent. 
Procedure ~ In, ~ stud.y 
Several means of research were employed in the stµdy. A questionnaire 
was mailed to selected schools in the Champaign area, requesting descriptions 
of school science equipnent. Photographs were taken of actual science equip-
ment as found in the schools. Informal interviews were eond~cted wit~ school 
personnel as the photographs were taken. A revi.ew of tbe literature of science 
education was made at Booth Library of F.astern Illinois University and at the 
Education and Social Science Library of the University of Illinois. 
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CHAPl'ER II 
COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DA.TA 
Collection or IB.ta 
Forty schools were selected to be used in this study. The schools were 
chosen because of their representative nature of many schools in the Champaign 
area in the State of Illinois, their availability, and their close proximity to 
Homer, Illinois. .. The Illrectory or Illinois Schools4 was used to choose repres-
entative schools within the area and to obtain the addresses or the schools. 
A letter was written to the principal or the school for each or the 
forty schools in the study. The letter explained that a survey or school 
science equi:pnent was being made as the basis of a Plan Ef. Paper for a Master 
of Science Degree in F.d.ucation. The questionnaire was included asking for 
information about science equi:pnent and facilities in their school. 
The questionnaire was designed to be as simple as ·possible.5 To achieve 
this end, the checklist style was employed. 6 A copy or the questionnaire that 
was used is found in Appendix A. 
In addition to the questionnaire mailed to schools included in the survey, 
photographs were taken or actual science rooms in an attempt to survey the 
various types of science facilities and equi:pnent found in selected schools. 
The schools selected for photographic survey were chosen on the basis or the 
4Jtlanita R. Jenkiiis, mrectorx 2! Illinois Schools (Springfields State or 
Illinois, 1965-1966), pp. 1-355. 
Sr.r. T. Vessel, Elementary School Science Teaching (Washington, D. c. a The 
center for Applied Research in F.d.ucation, Inc., 1963), pp. 64-68. 
6Harold E. Tannebawn and Nathan Stillman, 2.£• $!!., pp. 268-275. 
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q ue st io nnai re they returned and their willingness to cooperate in further 
investigation. An attempt was also made to obtain a cross-reference of 
various budgets, amounts of equipuent, curriculum, etc. A letter was mailed 
to fifteen schools requesting an appointment for the purpose of obtaining 
photographs of science facilities and equii:ment. 
Ten schools responded favorably and the photographs were obtained. A 
list of these ten schools appears in Appendix B. 
The camera used in taking the photographs was a Kodak Instamatic 100 
with the flash-bulb attachment. Approximately 100 photographs were obtained. 
In conjunction with the t aking of photographs within the ten schools, an 
informal interview was conducted with the science instructor or the principal 
on the scene. The questions centered around the dominate instructional 
method used in science, the number and type of science books used for each 
grade, approximate budget for the science program, method or obtaining science 
supplies and equipuent, and any pertinent information about the teaching of 
science in their school. 
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Analysis of Questionnaire 
The questionnaires which were returned by twenty schools- were studied and 
tabulated. 7 From these results, f'our tables were compiled. The major consider-
ation in the tables is the quantity of particular items. In m:>st cases, the ld.nd 
or type of item is indicated. In every case, the percentage of schools possessing 
a particular item is given with the tota1 number. 
TABLE 1 























Intonnation gained :Crom the questiormaire concerning microscopes, ther-
m:>meters, and scales is presented in the table above. 1'bst schools had microscopes 
with some having both the sjmple and complex types. Thirteen of the schools had 
the simple type of microscope~ The necessity for this type of instrument seems 
to be well exemplii'led by the fact that only l~ or the schools tli.d mt have a 
microscope avail.able• A thenoometer of one type or another was found in ~ry 
school. Scales were also a common instrument found in 9 5"'1 of the schools.' 
The avail.ability of various science models, collections~ and equipnent is 
summarized in Table 2 on the toll.owing page; .Approximately two-thirds or the 
twenty schools in the survey had an aquarium and/or a terrarium~ MicrosoopiC' 
slides, both blank and prepared, were found in 85"" of the schools~· 
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Lenses and/or mirrors were tound in 10~ of the schools responding to the 
questionnaire. Iil the past, models of various port.ions of human anatomy were not 
found in !science classrooms because of the prohibitive cost. N:>w, however, anatomic 
models aie becoming more easily accessible. &:>lar system models were also avail-
t • 
able in some school~. Other models than those previously mentioned were found in 
6o~ or the schools. In general, 6o-70~ or the schools had the models indicated. 
Radio equipnent is usually considered more specialized material and thus 
was reported in only a fourth of the twenty schools participating in the question-
naire. Engines were to\U'ld in only 551' of the schools. 
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Rock and mineral collections were available in all or the schools 'With 751' 
having 100re than one collection. M)st schools probably utilized their collection 
for teaching geol.Qgioal principles. 
The chemical equiIJl18nt breakdown which is summar.l.zed in Table 2 includes the 
to],lowing items1 test tubes, tongs, beakers, nasks, and the iron extension ring 
with stand. The percentage of schools having this equipnent ranged from 80-90:'. 
The B\lnsen Burner or another type of burner was found in 95% of the schools, thus, 
the use or heat for a science activity was usually easily available. 
A dissecting ld.t was re!X)rted in 80% or the schools. Forty-f'ive per cent of 
the schools bad sufficient dissecting ld.ts to be used by students in groups or 
individual.ly. Ih the remaining schools, the instructor probably used the ld.t for 
demonstration purposes. only. 
TABLE 3 
AVAILABILITY: MATERIALS AND SUPP~ 
Num~r of Schools=20 
~ Clua.ntitz 
0 1 2-g 1 J;?!r student 
light bulbs(miniatura) 3(15J) 4(20J) 13( SJ) • • 
dry cell 2(10~) 14(70%) • • 4(20~) 
wire • • 5(25:'! 15{7~~ • • switches l{5'f,) 4(20% l.5(75~ • • 
magnets • • 2(10% 6(30~) several-12(6o%) 
pulleys 3(15~) l{~) 16(80~) • • 
Plaster or Paris 4(20~~ • • 13(6.5~) 3(15~) 
hand tools 4(20~ • • 14(70~) 2(10") 





animal. cage 9(45%) • • 
weather maps • • 9(45~) 7(3.5~) 5 or more 
4(20f) 
The table above is a tabulation or the availability within the classroom or 
certain science materials and supplies•· In the area of electrical materials and 
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supplies such as dry cells were available in 70~ of the schools with 20% haVing 
one for each student. Light blilbs were evident in 1;5.,, ot the schools with 6% 
having several sizes. Wire was reported in all or the schools with 75% having 
more than one kind. SWitcnes were available in 95'% of the schools with 751' 
possessing more than one kind of switch. Magnets were eVictent in all schools 
with 60% having three or four kinds. Many electrical activities could be 
perfonned with the variety 01' materials found. 
Pulleys were an item reported in 1;5% of the schools which could be very 
useful in teaching the principles of physics. 
Plaster of Paris was available in ~~% of the schools. 
Hand tools--such as hammers, pliers, and screwdrivers were found in 80% of 
the schools. Hence, several schools could employ these tools to set up science 
activities or repair equipment. 
Chemicals were found in all of the schools. Seventeen or the schools 
secured some chemicals from a chemical supply firm. A few of the schools had 
simple chemicals or those from the drug store or home. 1''i1ty-1'ive per cent of 
the schools had eleven or more chemicals, providing the opportunity 1·or limited 
experiments in chemistry. 
Animal cages were evident in 65~6 of the schools making it possible for some 
classes to observe wildlife in the classroom. 
Weather maps were found in all of the scnools with obvious outlets for 
usage. 
Tab.Le LJ., on the 1·01lowing page, summarizes the results 01· the questionnaire 
in regard to instructional facilities. An overhead projector was provided in 
8~ of the schools with the possible uses for this item varying in the various 
fields of science. All of the schools had at least two to n.ve window and 70% 
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had one wall of windows. A sink was fo\Uld in 85~ of the rooms• Tl'iis item would 
be usetul for biological and chemical activities. Elighty per cent of the schools 
had a standard classroom to be used for science--not a laboratol"Y'• Seventy per 
cent of the schools used a portable laboratory, thus, .ma.king it possible to have 
laboratol"Y' d81JX!)nstrat1ons in the standard classroom. 
The storage area varied in mal\Y schools with but a few schools fortunate 
to have a separate room and/or several cabinets to keep equipnent stored. The 
advantages o.f' plentiful storage room are many, but ioost important is the !'act 
that most of the equipnent could be protected from loss through improper handling 
and storage. 
TABLE 4 
AVAILABILITYs INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITIES 
Number of Scbools~O 
~ Quantit;t 
0 1 2-5 · 1 Ppr student 
overhead projector 4(20J) 16(8oJ) • • • • 
windows • • • • ( (2-5)) one wall 
6(30~) 14(70~) 
arrangement and 
3(15~) 1.5(75~) 1(.5~) features of room-sink- .5 or more-1(.5~) 
--classroom • • one portable standard lab. room-
lab.-14(70~) classroom 4(20~) 
• • 16(80~) 
storage area • • cabinet-9 cabinets-ll separate room 
6 
Several respondents to the questionnaire completed the section on additional 
information in regard to their science programs. They liSted the following addi-
tional science equipnents human torso, photography laboratory, dynascope, circuit 
board, min gauge, insect ioodel, electroscope, refrigerator, green.house, incubator, 
-
properties of water ldt, ldt. on sound and light, bioscope, barometer, petri dishes, 
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stream table, sundial, nower DX)del, and rwming water aq.ua.rium• However, it was 
impractical to put this intormation in tabular form• Some of the schools had a 
rev items or the aforementioned equipnent, but only a few schools had almost all 
of this equipnent in addition to the basic science equipnent and facilities.· Ttte 
major reason for this was the cost:cy nature of DX)st or these items. 
AJX>ther section or the questionnaire encompassed the evaJ.uation of all 
physical features of the science program in each of the schools. The person who 
completed the questionnaire was the science teacher~' but in a few instances, the 
principal responded... An interesting oote is that 15~ of, those rating their 
schools in the survey rated their features as the best in the state of D.lioois 
and 15~ rated their features as below average or poor. The good and average 
ratings of 35~ each was surprising. !bre ratings were expected in the average 
category-~· Perhaps some of the schools were optimistic concerning their science 
programs and facilities. 
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.Analysis of Photographs 
The photographs taken at ten schools were studied with care. The photo-
graphs were grouped into major divisions on the basis of the items pictured, with 
a total of twelve divisions. It must be remembered that an equal number of 
photographs were not .taken at each school. Rather, the number of photographs 
taken was dependent on the amount of equipnent and facilities and/or the 
uniqueness of such equipnent. The photographs serve the purpose of illustrating 
the information gained from the questionnaire. 
The first major type of science materials found in schools is chemical 
equipnent and supplies--both large and small. Four of the schools were found 
to be very lacking in this area and were rated as definitely poor. fuwever, 
three schools were found to be very well equipped and the remainder of the 
schools were average. An example of the best school is found in photo 1. An 
average-sized school has eqUl.~eot comparable to that in photo 2. Chemicals 
were most commonly obtained from a chemcial supply house as in photo 3. Some 
schools stored their own chemicals in whatever jars containers they could 
locate. The jars were labeled for easy identification, unless they were 
chemcials purchased from a drug store, as found in photo J on the following page. 
1-microprojector, chemical supplies 2-chemical equiµnent 
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'.3-La.beled Chemicals in Cabinet 
(from, chemical supply house) 
Meteorological supplies or equipnent were evident in all of the schools 
visited with the city curriculum center having gathered and frunished kits from 
the meteorological supplies which they stored. An average-sized school was the 
best equipped as shown in photo 4, which includes barometer, rain guage, sundial, 
and thermometer. Weather maps were also evident in most schools--photo 5. 
4-Fire extinguisher, hygrometer, 





(Chest Bones Removed) 
8-Models . of Ear, Eye, Human Heart-
opened, Human Earbones in giass-
at left. 
7-Skull, Cross-section of skin, 
see-through woman. 
9-Two Heart Models, Ear Model, 
Model of Knee, and Flower Model. 
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10-Insect Model of Cricket, 
other insect models at base. 
11-Atom Models hanging from ceiling, 
vial drying rack, and storage. 
12-Model of Geology Land Relief 
The preceeding photos of 6-12 include models with photos 6-9 dealing with 
human physiology. M::>dels also included other types as evidenced in the photos 
above. They varied as in the large size found in photo 6 to the small sizes found 
in photo 7. The science city curriculum center serving twenty schools had several 
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of each of t he models found in photos 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12. 
lJ-Revolving Planetarium 
The revel ving planetarium shown above in photo 13 is turned by a small 
electric motor. The only example that was found was at the city science curri-
culum center. 
Hand tools include screwdrivers, hammers, pliers, clamps, and wrenches . 
Three schols had mor e than one item of this type. The best equipped school 
is shown in the photo below. The teacher stated t hat he let t he students use 
the tools as they were needed for science activities. 
14-Hand Tools 
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15-Electrical supplies, telephone, 
switches, pulleys, and scales. 
16-Electric meter, scales, balances, 
and other electrical equip:nent. 
17-Electric meter, and other 
electrical equipnent. 
Electrical supplies a.rid equip:nent are found in the photos above. Some 
schools had electric motors and electric meters. The best ex.ample and best 
equipped for an average-sized school is found in photo 15. other electrical 
equipment includes switches, circuits, and light bulbs, which is also found above. 
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Anima.l cages varied from the type constructed of wood and wire to cages 
manufactured of glass. F.ach of these kinds served the purpose of enclosing a 
different species and size of animal. Pairs of guinea pigs were found at differ-
ent schools during the visits with the best photo of a guinea pig and her cage 
illustrated in photo 18 below. 
18-Glass animal cage with guinea pig 
Microscopes and microscopic equipment also includes microprojectors 
and bioscopes. Microprojectors and bioscopes will be discussed with the section 
on costly equipment. Three of the larger schools had the two eyepiece style of 
microscope. One small school had two types of microscopes with one eyepiece as 
found in photo 19 on the following page. The smaller and simpler style of mocro-
scope with one eyepiece is easily operable by students and is inexpensive. This 
type of microscope is also included in the same photo. A magnifying glass 
and hand lens were found in another small school as shown in photo 20 on 
the following page. Microscopic slides were found in 80'% of the schools visited 
as shown in photo 20. 
19-Mi.croscope, telegraph, 
generator, barometer, 
piston, scales, burner, 
and portable laboratory 
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20-Microscope slides, hand lenses, 
dissecting kit, skeleton, and 
stethoscope. 
Only one dissecting kit was photographed, however, they were also available 
in three other schools. The dissecting kit can be seen in photo 20 above. A 
stethoscope was evident in only one school, photo 20 above. 
Costly equipnent was found in four of the ten schools visited. The best 
equipped school had the rollowing: Running Water Aquarium, stream Table, Aviary, 
Greenhouse, Microprojectors, Human Torso, and laboratory rooms as found in photos 
1, 22, 25, 26, and 29. A second school had the following: photography laboratory, 
dynascope, preparatory rooms, and four laboratory rooms as found in photos 24, 
27, and 28. A. microprojector is found in photo 1. A portable laboratory is 
shown in photo 19. Two schools had an incubator as shown in photo 2). A bio-
scope was seen in three of the schools. In one of these schools, in which the 
city curriculum center was located, five bioscopes were found, one of which can be 
seen in photo 21. In addition, models of animal mitosis were available in one 
school and a dynasoope in another school. Photos 21-28 are located u1xm the following 
two pages, however, there are a few references to previous photos. 
'"'21-
21-Bioscope 22-Greenhouse 
2)-Incubator 24-Pbotography Laboratory 
25-Aviary 
27-Preparatory Room, note-




28-La.boratory tables with gas and 
electrical outlets, and teacher's 
demonstrat~on table. 
Terrariums and aquariums constitute the eleventh division. Four 01· the 
schools had terrariums earlier in the year. The only terrarium that was found 
is in photo 30. In general, terrariums were not as prevalent as aquariums. One 
common type of aquarium is found in photo 31, which is be.Low. A running water 
aquarium is found in photo 29, which is below. 
29-Running Water Aquarium JO-Terrarium 
31-Aquarium in foreground, 
sink in center, and 
specimens in jars at le!'t. 
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The twelfth division includes physical features of the room or rooms. Three 
of the schools had a permanent laboratory table. One school had an older able with 
sink, electric~l and gas outlets in the center, and students around both sides as 
found in photo 31. Two of the schools had laboratory rooms with several rows of 
tables. Electrical and gas outlets were mounted in the table as found in photos 
1, 11, and 28. Preparatory rooms were found between laboratory rooms in only one 
school. These could be considered as set up areas for a teacher to prepare a 
science activity as found in photo 27. Storage areas included: preparatory rooms, 
cabinets, cases, and drawers below cases as found in photos 1, 11, 16, 17, and 27. 




Data From Infonnal Interviews 
Some useful information was gained from short, informal interviews with 
science instructors and principals of schools as the photographs were being 
taken. No attempt is made at a definite analysis for much of the material is 
undocumented. However, this factor in no way subtracts from the additional 
light it sheds on the status of the science equipnent, and facilities, and other 
aspects of the science programs in schools. 
Only one school in the study used the method of independent research. The 
science program multiple text approach was evident in two schools, more parti-
cularly in one school. In this school, the science curriculum concepts were 
structured around four different science texts which were available in the 
eighth grade. The students were also grouped on the basis of ability. This 
school's budget called for annual expenditures of $20,000 for elementary 
school science equipment and carried an inventory of $100,000 worth of 
equipment. Another school with a relatively high budget spent $20,000 annually 
on science equipment for grades seven and eight. 
The city science curriculum laboratory expends from $20,000-$25,000 
annually on science equipment for the elementary schools. The elementary 
school coordinator stated that they had placed orders in excess of $22,000 
for next year. This particular curriculum laboratory served twenty grade 
schools and provides some assistance to the high schools. A truck. is used to 
deliver equipment daily requested by the various schools. From 50-100 teachers 
are served every month. Much of the grade school equiµnent is in the form of 
kits that are prepared by the city curriculum center. 
Three schools had an annual budget of $10 for science equipnent. Needless 
to say, the contrast was quite marked when compared to what was offered by the 
large budgeted schools. 
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CHAPTER III 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SCIENCE EQUIPMENT AS I NDICATED IN 
CURRENT RESEARCH AND FROG Ri\MS 
Factors to Consider When Evaluating Science Equipment 
In Relation To Curriculum 
Science equipment and facilities should be determined by the type or 
science activities in the school program.8 Thus, one who is engaged in buying 
and supplying equipment for a school science class and laboratory must 
without exception be guided 'by the established curriculum. To do otherwise 
is costly and results in lack of integration in curriculum and activities in 
science. Because schools vary in the science programs they offer to elemen-
tary school children, each school needs different science equiµnent, but it 
will also be true that some science equiµnent and facilities are basic to any 
science program. 
To guide teachers and coordinators in purchasing science equiµnent, 
there are several criteria to consider. The best type of equiµnent includes 
the following features: simple and operable by students, equiµnent that has 
replacable parts, and equiµnent centered around the purpose of instruction. 9 
Teachers should avoid equiµnent that can be too complicated for students 
because the students may become confused or the equipment may interfere with 
the principle taught.10 other factors that need to be considered for science 
equipment are: frequency of use, importance of pheoomenon, 11 quality in relation 
8Al.bert Piltz, "Science F,quiµnent and Materials for Elemenbary Schools," 
Bulletin 0&-29029, No. 28, (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Department of Health, :Education, 
and Welfare, 1961), p. 1. 
9F.dward Victor and Marjorie s. Lerner, 2.E.• ill•, p. 221. 
10 . 
Albert Piltz, 2.E.• ill·, p. 20. 
11John K. Taylor, "Moderation in Instrumentation, 11 Science Teacher, Vol. 32, 
No. 3, (March, 1965), pp. 18-19. 
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to cost, safety, efficient ~orage, and distribution.12 
The state of Illimis does not require that specific equipnent be in a 
room or require that a classroom or special laboratory room be provided to 
teach science in the grade schoo1.13 M::>st of the schools in Martin's study 
done in the U. s. Office of Education highly recommend that a 11 standard 11 
classroom be used in the teaching of science. A few states require that a 
separate laboratory room be provided. 
The science facilities that Schlessinger suggests for a self-contained 
classroom in K-6 are: 
a. A -work counter with one or more sinks provided with hot 
and cold water. 
b. A. convenient electric outlet (110-120 volt AC) for a 
hotplate at the work counter. 
c. Safe sources of heat for experiments, such as the 
small liquid petroleum burners. 
d. Dry cells or a low-voltage direct and alternating 
current power pack for electrical experiements. (These 
electrical substations may either be po:rtable ,or 
permanently installed in the work counter.) 
e. Space for -work and storage is also needed.14 
Generally, only a few basic items need to be purchased in preparation 
for the teaching of science in K-6. One item that perhaps needs to be added 
to the above list, is a microscope. Upper grades would require more basic 
equipnent. There is no reason why simple equiJltlent could mt be obtained 
from the community, be homemade, or be purchased inexpensively from a 
I 
hardware store--thereby increasing the quantity of equipment. References 
that may aid in the evaluation and selection of science are included in 
the bibliography and attention is particularly directed at books ~y Moore, 
Schneider, Blough and Campbell, and Lynde. Irregardless of the size of the 
school or budget, possibly the best scource to consult is the 1965 N. D. E. A. 
%bert Piltz, "Getting the Most From The Equipment D:>llar," The Instructor, 
Vol. 73, N:>. 5, (January, 1964), p. 49. 
13w. Edgar Martin, "Facilities and Equipment for Science and Mathematics," 
Bulletin OE-29029, No. )4, (Washington, D. c.: U. s. Department of Health, &iuc-
cation, and Welfare, 1960), p. 30. 
l!Jrred R. Schlessinger, "Science Facilities For Our Schools--K-12," Science 
Teacher, Vol. JO, No. 8 (December, 1963), p. 60. 
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Purchase Guide for Programs in SCience and Ma.thematics. This report was 
prepared by the Council of Chief state School Officers with the assistance 
of the National Science Foundation and others; The Guide is an excellent 
source of information-it has a list or materials for three budgets: basic, 
standard, and advanced. From this guide, the science teacher can select the 
equipnent to be purchased based upon the budget available to him• 
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Planning and Organization of Science Facilities 
In plarmjng science facilities, the thought and planning preparatory 
to actual. oonstruction are highly imp:>rtant. Schlessinger•s list of twenty 
principles for planning science facilities w.Ul prove to be a reliable guide.15 
After planning principles are oonsidered, the organization of the science 
room beoomes imp:>rtant. Four methods of organizing science rooms for the 
future are: 
l. A self-oontained classroom. 
2. Departmentalization of grades-fourt.h, fifth, and sixth. 
3• Science ' equiIJ11ent stored in a school science center rather 
than in the classroom. This room oould be smaller than a 
classroom. 
4. -La.borato ry room•l6 
The laboratory room will beoome a prominent feature of mst school science 
facilities in the future. This design also calls for preparatory rooms which 
are u~ spaced between tw science laboratories. M:>st of the laboratories 
will have a storage area and have a demonstration table in the room. Schools 
that are using the laboratory plan today are the middle schools and some 
junior high schools. Middle schools include grades five through eight in 
some progressiv~ school districts. At present, middle schools include the 
., 
organizations of 5-8 as found at Amory Middle School in Armory, Mississippi; 
6-8 as fomd at Bedford Middle School in Mt. Kisoo, New Y6rk; 5-9 as .:found 
at Mcintosh Middle School in Sarasota, Florida; 5-8 as found in Pleasant 
Hills Middle School in Pleasant Hills, Pennsylvania.17 
The mst promising method of organization of science facilities is the 
science center designed to serve students in classrooms.~ Meadow Hall School 
l.5rred ~ Schlessinger, "Science Facilities for Our Schools--K-121 , p. 50.57.~ 
l6Nbrma L. Nelson, •Beginning A Science Center•, sCience' and Children, 
Vol. 2, No. 6, (March, 1965), p. 16-18. ---
l7 Judith Murphy, "Middle Scoools", Profiles 2.£ Significant $chools, 
(New York: :&iucationa.l Facilities Laboratories, 1966), p • .5-64. 
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in Ibckville, Maryland designed a science materials center from a standard 
elementary classroom. students and parents made contributions of materials 
to the center and upper-grade children were trained to work as clerks. The 
following work areas were a part of the science center: 
l. animal area 
2. plant area 
). demonstration area 
4. weather study area 
). reference area 
6. storage area18 
It is very possible that the science materials center will, in time become 
more popular in schools because this means of organization is considerably 
less expensive than a laboratory room. 
' 
1~nna L. Nelson, "Beginning A Science Center," Science ~ Children, Vol. 2, 




The best related research was a study completed by the Of'fice or F.ducationl9 
on science teaching in the elementary schools of the UiU.ted states in the school 
year 1961-1962. Ihtonna.tion from the study was obtained after analyzing the 
results :from a questionnaire. A representative sample was compiled from the 
public elementary schools in the United states. Questionnaires were mailed 
to general purpose elementary schools. The questionnaires were compiled by 
principals with the assistance or teachers. Replies to the questionnaires 
were separated by enrollment for schools and administrative districts. The 
divisions by schools ares 800 and over, 400 to 799, 50 to 399, and under 49; 
by districts, 25,000 pr over, 6,ooo to 24,999, J,000 to 5,999, 600 to 2,999 
and under 600 •' 
Several sections were included in the questionnaire~· The equipnent 
section listed items ranging :from the simple and common to the expensive and 
unusual. The schools were to report how many or each item was available for 
use in the .school. The list was mt all inclusive, mr was it considered a 
model. The reason the list was mt a model was because the equipnent require-
ments or a school depend upon the curriculum. Listed items were items which 
curriculum guides and elementacy school science method tex.15boois frequently 
mention. 
Many schools had enough equii:ment for a demonstration-type program, but 
did mt have emugh equipment for a program or individual investigation. The 
schools in the 800 and over group had the best results. Fii'ty to 399, and the 
49 and under schools reported a great lack of items by actual count. 
A significant difference was evident am:mg enrollmen:t groups in avail-
ability of equipnent. The smaller the school, the less available and the less 
adequate the supplies and equipnent. Twenty-six per cent of the 49 and under 
19Fdward Victor and Marjorie s. Lemer, 22• cit., pp. 41-49.-
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schools compared to less than l~ of the 800 and over schools. This l~ reported 
that equipnent and supplies were completely lacking. Eight per cent of all sch-
ools said that equipnent and supplies were very plentiful. Forty-six per cent 
reported that they were generally adequate in equipnent and supplies. Forty-six 
per cent also reported that their equipnent was far from adequate and completely 
lacld.ng. 
The second aspect of related research is the 196.5-N.D.E.A. Purchase GUide 
for Science and Ma.thematics.' The guide lists equipnent on all levels from ele-
mentary school through junior college. The items are listed and described through 
specification, and through use information~· The items are described in terms of 
what the equipnent can do and the level at which it can be used ef'fectively. 
The items are also classified as basic• standard, and advanced for a science 
program.'20 The basic Ust of equi.Jlllent for elementary science is as followss 
' 
Aneloometer; balance, spring, heavy duty; barometer; aneroid; 
beaker, CTriffin, low form; bell, electric; bimcular, 4I; boiler, 
double; buzzer, electric; clamps and tongs; compass, magnetic, 1.5 
cm; compass, magnetic; 4 • .5 cm; electromagnet, horseshoe form; first-
aid cabinet, with supplies; nask, librlenmeyer; nask, Florence, nat 
bottom; globe, terrestrial; hot plate, electric, three-heat single 
unit; hot plate, single unit; kits; lamp, electric miniature; lenses, 
demnstration set, magnet, bar--llnico; magnet, horseSboe-llnico; 
magnet, U-shaped; magnifier, reading glass; meter sticks; microscope, 
elementary; net, insect, collapsible; prism, equilateral, lucite; 
receptacles for miniature electric lamps; rod, glass; spat~, stain-
less steel; test tubes, borosilicate; thenoometer, 0centig~ge, :raren-heit, combined scale; · thenoometer, centigrade, -10 to +llO ; ther-
mometer, large, wall; tools; tubing, gl~fs; tubing, rubber 'and pla-
stic; volt;mmeter, battery test meter. 
. , I 
Needless to say; few schools have acquired the above basic list~· 
The ,third aspect or related research concerns other lists of 1elementary 
science equip:nent•· Tannebaum and stillman give a detailed five page list 
of elementary science equi1111ent. The list does not include the following: 
20E:d.ward Victor and Marjorie s. Lerner, 2.12• cit., p. 246. 
~. F~· Vessel, .2..E.• s,t., pp. 66-67. .. 
' 
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for projecting films, filmstrips, or slides. The list is good because provision 
is made for a wide variety of materials with a comparatively small expense.22 
stollberg's list is found in Vessel's book. stollberg1 s list was prepared 
during an elementary science workshop for inservice teachers. The special 
feature of this list is that stollberg has arooanged the list into areas. An 
example of an area is plants and animals. The grouping is helpful to store 
equipllent. Kambly and Suttle prepared a brief list of elementary science equip-
ment. They classify their list as a minimum list. However, the list lacks chem-
icals and coI11110n supplies.23 This is one of the least inclusive lists found. 
Kambly and Suttle also give two other helpful lists. The lists are for Manu-
facturers of Science Apparatus and Manuracturers of Mobile Laboratory Units.24 
Both of the lists are helpful because a science teacher oould write the companies 
to obtain catalogs. Then, the science teacher could use the catalogs as refer-
ence for orders. Burnett oompiled a list of materials for the elementary class-
room that he considers basic. Burnett includes notations in his list which gives 
the v.ses o~ . ~q'Qiprnent and other sources to be used in obtaining equiµnent. This 
Ust wuld· be useful.25 The United staes Office of F.ducation prepared a check-
list to assess a scienc~ program. The tenth section of the checklist is titled 
Facilities, F.quipnent, and Teaching Aids. Ea.ch item has four ratings, as follows: 
three--much evidence, two--some evidence, one--no evidence, and another space for 
other. The checklist appears in question form. The fifteen parts with the sub-
divisions are comp~hensive. The list is not exclusively concerned with science 
equipnent because a large allotment is made for audio visual equipment and 
teaching aids. 26 
22mirold E. Tannebaum and Nathan still.man, 2£• ill_., pp. 269-274. 
23paul E. Kambly and John E. Suttle, Teaching Elementary School Science-
Methods ~Resources (New York: The Ronald Press COmpany, 1963), pp. 66-67. 
24rbid., pp. 410-411. 
25R. Will Burnett, 2£• .9:!,., pp. 141-144. 
26F.dward vi~tor and Marjorie s. ~mer, 2£· ill·, pp. 171-186. 
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Comparisons of Related Research and This study 
Several comparisons may be drawn between the related research and the 
study which the writer conducted. 
1. A more representative sample of schools was used by the Office of 
Education than was used in this study. Several thousand schools contrasted to 
twenty schools is hardly comparable. The Office of Education had conducted a 
more general study rather than a specific area study. They school enrollment 
was considered a significant factor by the Office of Fducation, but was not 
considred as such in this study. 
2. The Office of Fducation's questionnaire covered science teaching 
whereas this study dealt with only science equipnent and facilities. The factor 
of length of the questionnaire was oonsiderably shorter in this study. 
3. Both of the studies were concerned with the quantity of each item. 
The Offi ce of Education was i nterested in the amount of equipnent in application 
to type of program, as demonstration type. This study de-emphasized the type 
of program. 
4. The evaluation of all physical features in the science program by 
the science teacher is comparable to the percentage of equipnent and supplies 
in the Office of ID:lucation study. Eight per cent of the schools in the Office 
of F.ciucation study rated their supplies as ver y plentiful; whereas 15% would 
give an equivalent rating in this study. Forty-su per cent of the schools in 
the Office of F.ducation study rated their supplies as adequate; whereas 35~ 
'WOUld give an equivalent rating in this study. Forty-six per cent of the 
schools in the Office of Education study rated their equipment as far from 
adequate; whereas only 15% of the schools in this study gave the rating of 
poor or belt-ro average. In general, the Office of Fducation found a significantly 
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higher percentage of schools to be very lacking in science equii:ment and 
supplies than was round in the specific area in which this study was conducted. 
More schools were :found to be better equipped in the Champaign area. If more 
rural schools had been included in this study, the percentage or average rat-
ings for all physical features of a science program w:>uld probably have beeJl 
higher. 
5. The 1965 N. D. E. A. PUrchase Guide for Science and Mathematics is 
much more extensive in comparison to the items surveyed through the question-
naire in this study. The guide lists equii:ment for all levels and gives a more 
detailed listing for basic, standard, and advanced budgets. This study was 
primarily concerned with basic equii:ment and only for grades five through 
eight. The guide was prepared \Ulder the direction of the Council of Shier 
State School Officers by the National Science Fo\Uldation. The guide was pre-
pared by experts, while the writer or this paper was rot as qualified. The 
guide also gives information regarding specification and use; whereas this 
study does not encompass use and was designed to be in simplified form. The 
only really comparable area remains that of basic list of science equipment 
and facilities. 
6. The basic lists of science equi:pnent for elementary schools by the 
aforementioned authors in the third aspect of related research are all very 
similar to this study. ill are concerned with a list while a few have mioor 
variations. .All of the authors have several pages of basic science equipaent 
except Kambly and Suttle. Hence, the authors had longer basic list than that 
which was used in the questionnaire of this study. The. list by Stollberg in 
Vessel's book -would be considered the best when comparing this group of authors. 
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CHAPrER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND REOOMMENDATIONS 
Summaey 
A summaey of the findings of this study is in order. Basic science 
equipnent was found to be necessaey to teach the flmd.amentals of science in 
grades five through eight. The curriculum must be the detennining factor 
around which science equipnent, supplies. and facilities are provided. A 
resourceful science teacher should utilize the science equipnent, materials, 
and facilities to the greatest efficiency in achieving the objectives of the 
course of study. 
The questionnaire revealed that evaluation of overall physical facilities 
for the science programs surveyed were rated in the following categories: 15f, 
for excellent, 351' for good, 35~ for average, and 15f, for poor. Or, it can be 
said that 50~ of· the schools rated their programs as above average. 
Photographs were taken of' science equipnent, materials, and facilities 
found in the selected schools to illustrate the variety of .the findings of 
the questionnaire. 
An attempt was made to compare related studies in this i'ield with the 
present study. Consideration was a1so given to the relationship which 
prevails between science equipnent and facilities and the curriculum. 
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Conclusions 
l. In addition to a questionnaire, this study included visits, photo-
graphs, and interviews providing a mre varied research approach than found in 
comparable studies. Information, however, is limited in a geographical scope. 
2. Fifty per cent or the schools which were mailed a questiormaire 
returned the information requested. The writer feels that this represents 
an adequate response. 
J. The largest quantity of science equipnent and faci11ties which was 
found in 70'/> or more of the schools includess microscopes, thennometer, 
physiological 100dels, solar system xoodel, chemical equipnent, scales, pulleys, 
classroom features, microscopic slides, chemicals, dry cell, light bulbs, 
switches, lenses and/or mirrors, rock and mineral collections; Plaster of 
Paris, wire, and portable laboratories. 
4. The science equipnent that was found in quantities of 40-60~ includ.ess 
aquarium, terrarium, other models, engines, magnets, animal cages, and eleven 
chemicals~ 
5. Science equipnent found in relatively low quantities of less than 
40'f, .includes: radio parts, magnifying glass, planetariums, and ~scope. 
6. Only 40~ of the schools visited had a large variety of additional 
science equipnent. Thirty per cent o:r:·.the schools visited had a significant 
axoount of costly equi.pnent. Thirty per cent of the schools visited had botb 
large a.motmts of additional equilJllent and costly equipnent;· 
7. The best equipped schools were found in the city or within city 
school districts. 
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8. In general, the schools in this study had QB.sic science equiJl11ent to 
enable them to teach science principles rrom several areas or science oontent.t 
Hence, mst of the schools should be able to teach science at an average or 
above average level. Hopei'ully, the equiJ;lllent is_ used to the .fullest and 
best degree in teaching science;' 
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Recommemations 
Several recommendations may be made as a result or this study.4 
l.~ Rural schools need to upgrade their science programs by purchasing 
and using nr:>re or the basic equipnent as found in the N~D.E.A. Purchase Guide For 
Programs in Science and Mathematics.· 
2. The science teacher should investigate all avenues when purchasing 
science equipnent, materials, and tacilities.-
J.' The science teacher should ettectively' utilize all science supplies, 
materials, and equipnent_. 
4• For a definitive list or suggestions for those who are plaming 
science :facilities, Schlessinger1s list should be consulted. 
s. Science materials centers should be established in nr:>st school systems 
as a DJre efficient means or upgrading the science curriculum~"" 
6;· The self-contained classroom should utilize 1.;he science materials 
cen~, ,, when available, to the Mlest extent. 
7 ~ Laboratories should be maintained in midd1e schools as they continue 
to grow in importance. 
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APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire on Physical Features of Science in the Elementary School 
for 
grades five through eight 
Directions. Check the blank that applies to your situation. Please add any 
other infonnation where requested. 
1. microscope- - - small and simple 
-complex 
2. thermometer- - one in room 
-one per student 
_one kind 
_mre than one kind 
_none 
3. aquarium- - - _one in roOJll 
none in room 
-more than one in room 
4. terrarium- - - _one in room 
none in room 
more than one in room 
one per student 
-one to five in room 
none in room 
5. microscope slides- - - __prepared 
_blank (to prepare at w.l.11) 
_both of the above types 
none - . 
6. dry cell- - - _one or two in room 
_one per student 
_none 
7. 1ight bulbs- - - ___ several types 
_one type 
_none 
8. wire- - _electrical, and other types 
___ onl y a small amount 
_none 
9. scales- - - _one type 
_more than one type · , 
~several types (at least five) 
_none 
10. lenses and/or mirrors- - - _one type 
_more than one type 
_several types 
_none 
ll. anatomic 100dels (ear, eye, human body, etc.)- - - 100re than one kind 
only one kind 
_none 
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12. switches- - - ___ several types 
oone 
-one kind 
13. radio equipment- - - ___ several parts 
none 
-one part 
14. magnets- - - ___ any kind 
more than one kind 
---several kinds 
_none 
15. pulleys- - - ___ any kind 
more than one kind -_none 
16. engines- - - _any kind 
none 
-several types 
17. rock and mineral collections- - - _none 
one 
- more than one 




-iron extension ring and stand 
-more than one ring and stand = ro rings, and stand 
19. bunsen or any other type of burner- - - none 
-more than one 
_one 
_one per student 
ZO. Plaster of Paris- - - _some 
none 
for each student 
21. hand tools- - - ___ some 
none 
for each student 
22. dissecting kit- - - _more than one 
_one 
___ for each student 
Z). model of solar system- - - _one 
rone 
for each student 
one test tube 
- no test tube 
_tongs 
_no tongs 
24, chemicals- - - _simple (as vinegar) _one to five kinds 
___ in jars from chemical supply house six to ten kinds 
_none -eleven to thirty 
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more than one -
weather maps- - - one 
~re than one 
f'ive or more types 
overhead projectors- - - ___ one in room 
_none in room 
28. any other nx>dels (not previously mentioned- ___ some ___ several ___ none 
lighting in room- - - one window 
-two to five windows 
-at least one wall of windows 
-no windows 
JO. arrangement and features of' room- - - _standard or ordinary 
classroom 
Jl. storage area- none 
-a cabinet 
laboratory room 
~rtable laboratory (one) 
one sink in room 
-more than one sink 
-numerous sinks (f'ive or more) 
- separate room 
-several cabinets or cases 
32. ~ evaluation of all of the physical features for science program- -
excellent (one of the best in this state) 
:Jood 
_average 
_below average or poor 
1. List any additional science equipment that you may have: 
(microprojector, barometer, electrical equipment, etc.) 
2. Please give your name, address, and present position. This is to 
facilitate keeping my information in order, and to be used as a 
reference if needed. 
). If you wish to know the results found from this questionnaire, 
kindly return a self-addressed envelope and I will be happy to· 





List of twenty schools returning the questionnaire. 
1. Allerton ll. Georgetown Junior High (Champaign) 
2. Philo 12. Thomas Jefferson Junior High (Champaign) 
J. Pesotum lJ. Lincoln Grade School (Champaign) 
4. Fainnount 14. Kenwood Grade School (Champaign) 
5. Sidell 15. Franklin Junior High (Champaign) 
6. Sidney 16. Southside Grade School (Champaign) 
7. Ogden 17. Dr. Howard Grade School (Champaign) 
Champaign Science Curriculum Center 
8. Urbana Junior High 
18. Yankee Ridge Grade School (Urbana) 
9. Tolono Grade School 
19. Savoy (Champaign School District) 
10. Mahomet 
20. Bottenfield (Champaign School District) 
II. List of ten schools visited to take photographs of science physical features. 
1. Allerton 6. Georgetown Junior High 
2. Sidell 7. Southside Grade School (Champaign) 
I 
J. Sidney 8. Urbana Junior High 
4. To lo no Grade School 9. Thomas Jefferson Junior High (Champaign) 
5. Mahomet 10. Dr. Howard Grade School (Champaign) 
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